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A legend in his field
has taken up residence

attheIACMA in Los

Angeles, exhibiting his
most unusual sound-
scape to date.

BY.KATHLEEN BENNHOLD

The heralded sound engineer
Paul Stiller has revisited each

ofthe five stories of the famous

museum. In order to aPPre-

ciate the master's aPProach

to his art his devoted fans,

critics and those just Plain
curious about this enigrnatic
figrrre arrive from all over the

world to stream through the

retrospective. They are all ho-
ping to discern for themselves

just who Stiller really il Pee-
ring through the fine mesh of
his acoustic show. Scavenger

hunts, treasure quests and

blind galleries lead them all
on, playing a unique game

of cat-and-mouse with the

sp€ctatots, full of provoking
surprise$ homages and unex-

pected twists. At the center of
it alll "REVO)C a tale of phan-
tomsl', a completd singulaü

one-of-a-kind audio installa-

tion.

The museum's visitors are in-
vited to put on headPhones;

the surrounding sounds are

bewildering: Did the Person
sittingne:ü to meJust snesze,

or was that really a recording?
Within the space, on a stage'

a perfect living room with a

wooden rocking chair is ar-

ranged" Various awards, ran-
ging from Oscars to Golden

Reel Awards, from Golden

Globes to BAFIAs cover the

walls. In the dim hatf-light a

narrator can be heard wal-
king around moving things
in the space - but no-one can

be seen. Her ghostly Presence
and the balfling quality of the

recording do the title of the

piece justice. SuddenlY, a bare

lght bulb suspended a few

feet above the ground begtns

to pulsate to the beat of a he-

art - PauI Stiller's heartbeat'

to be precise. His life story
trickles through the headPho-

nes, and what starts as an ode

to the success of Hollywoodb
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A Thousand Silent Lives"
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Paul Stiller A Thousand Silent Lives-

grandmasterofaudioandhis to leave, carrying their new-

aura of mystery proves to be found secret with them'

a poetic impasse, The nara-
tion comes to an abruPt end'

and the spectators are asked


